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Fig. 12 B 
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Fig. 13A 
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BLOOD VESSEL OCCLUSION AUGER 

0001. This application is a Divisional Application of U.S. 
application Ser. No. 1 1/602,106, filed Nov. 20, 2006, which 
application is a Continuation of PCT/IL2005/000607 filed 
Jun. 8, 2005, the priority date of which is claimed herein, and 
the entire disclosures of both of which are incorporated herein 
by reference. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0002 The present invention relates to devices and meth 
ods for restoring blood flow in occluded blood vessels, and for 
traversing occlusions. 

DEFINITIONS 

0003 Distal refers to both a direction of motion and a 
location, respectively, a movement in a direction away from 
an operator or a location further from the operator, for 
example a portion of an instrument located in vivo. 
Proximal refers to both a direction of motion and a location, 
respectively, a movement in a direction toward the operator or 
a location nearer, to the operator, for example a portion of an 
instrument located ex vivo. 
Axial indicates the direction Substantially in the longitudinal 
axis of a blood vessel. 
Lateral and radial refer to a direction Substantially perpen 
dicular to the longitudinal axis of a blood vessel. 
A furrow is considered hereinbelow as being a substantially 
axial furrow 340 in the vessel 300. 

BACKGROUND ART 

0004 Partial occlusion of any artery or vein of the body, 
herein a vessel, may slow blood flow to the extent that 
affected tissue may receive inadequate perfusion of life-giv 
ing oxygen, with sequelae of tissue ischemia, ischemic pain 
and tissue necrosis. In the heart, timely restoration of blood 
flow through occluded cardiac vessels can avert cardiovascu 
lar attack (CVA), tissue scarring, cardiac malfunction and/or 
death. 
0005. A preferred treatment for restoring blood flow 
through a partially occluded blood vessel uses a percutane 
ously-delivered wire having a spiraling wire jacket, herein a 
guide wire, whose leading end is positioned distal to the 
occlusion. In angioplasty, for example, the guide wire is used 
to guide a balloon to the occlusion site where the balloon is 
expanded, thereby radially dilating the occlusion, and 
increasing blood flow through the vessel. 
0006. In totally occluded blood vessels, including Chronic 
Total Occlusions (CTO's), the size of the occlusion and its 
hardness often make it impossible for a guide wire to navigate 
through and distally past the occlusion. Restoring blood flow 
through a totally occluded vessel often requires opening the 
chest and installing vessels that bypass the occlusion, a Sur 
gical procedure associated with high morbidity and risk of 
death. 
0007. Many tools exist for the treatment of occluded blood 
vessels, all having their drawbacks. 
0008. In U.S. Pat. No. 6,599,304, Selmon et al., teach a 
device with "... one or more hinged spreading or deflecting 
members that may be mechanically activated by an actuating 
member Such as a pull wire or tube. A spreading or mechani 
cal force may be thus applied to the blood vessel wall and 
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occlusion so as to tear, fracture or otherwise disrupt, the 
occlusion adjoining the vessel wall. This disruption of the 
occlusion may create a channel or a passageway of Sufficient 
size for the passage of a guidewire . . . . The deflecting 
members are divulged as being jaws operated by an actuation 
element: An actuation wire or actuation member 54 may be 
provided within the assembly to move the jaw sections 42 
from its first closed position to its second open position. In 
various embodiments, the jaw sections 42 may have a variety 
of geometries, including but not limited to, Spade shaped, 
straight with a concave curve at the end, straight with convex 
curve at the end, triangular (needle nose), rectangular and 
combinations thereof.” 

0009. In U.S. Pat. No. 6,579,302, Duerig et al. teach a 
device with a spreader having a plurality of struts: “The 
spreader 15 may comprise a plurality of longitudinally or 
circumferentially arranged struts extending between the dis 
tal portion and the proximal portion of the spreader, such that 
advancing the spreader 15 over the core wire 20 frees the 
Struts and allows them to expand to their largest diameter, and 
advancing the core wire 20 through the spreader 15 aligns the 
Struts in a flat, closed position.” 
(0010. In U.S. Pat. No. 5,954,742, Osypka teach a device 
with an expander forming a cylindrical cage: "AS can be seen, 
for example, in FIGS. 6, 7 and 8, the expander or dilator 5 
forms an elongated at least Substantially cylindrical cage 
Surrounded by Straight elongated sections. 5a of the expand 
ing elements 5a, and the sections Sa'are at least Substantially 
parallel to each other and to the central longitudinal axis of the 
cage. 
0011. In U.S. Pat. No. 5,741,270, Hansen et al., teach: “A 
pair of resilient connecting members 202 are mounted onto 
the bracing member mounting pins 208 and to the retracting 
member mounting pins 210. The connecting members 202 
are made of thin strips of resilient material which regain their 
original shape after being deformed. One end of each of the 
connecting members 202 is pivotally connected onto the 
bracing member mounting pins 208, whereas the other end of 
each of the connecting members 202 is pivotally connected to 
the retracting member mounting pins 210. 
0012. In U.S. Pat. No. 4,648,402, Santos teaches a multi 
linkage mechanism: “Rear linkage 73 includes internal con 
cave edge 773 and rear linkage 173 includes internal concave 
edge 873 which accommodate sphere 78 when it is in its most 
anterior position when mechanism 70 is in the closed con 
figuration. In the open configuration of mechanism 70, there 
is also a net rearward displacement of front linkages 74 and 
174, and of movable front section 76. 
0013. In U.S. Pat. No. 4,848.342, Kaltenbach teaches a 
rotatable dilation catheter with a spring coil: “The catheter 
includes a flexible wire or elongated member 1 which is 
provided with a swelling or head with a spherically curved 
Surface 2 at its distal end. A spring coil 3 is slipped onto the 
wire 1 and this spring coil has opened turns which are radially 
expandable at its distal end to form a pressure member 4. In 
the illustrated embodiment, the coil 3 is a double coarse coil 
of steel wires, which adjacent a distal end of the wire 1 has an 
increased spacing between the adjacent turns to form open 
turns. The diameter of the pressure member can be increased 
by axially compressing the open turns of the spring coil 3. 
0014. In U.S. Pat. No. 6,800,085, Selmon et al., teach a 
catheter with a housing: “The distal mounted housing may 
further include one or more hinged spreading or deflecting 
members that may be mechanically activated by an actuating 
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member such as a pull wire or tube.” Furthermore, there is an 
actuation device: “An actuation member indicated by dotted 
lines 26 may move or actuate the blunt end member from a 
first closed position, as illustrated in FIG. 1, to a second open 
position, as illustrated in FIG. 2.” 
0015. In U.S. Pat. No. 6,638.247, Selmon et al., teach a 
device with: “An actuation wire or actuation member 54 may 
be provided within the assembly to move the jaw sections 42 
from its first closed position to its second open position. In 
various embodiments, the jaw sections 42 may have a variety 
of geometries, including but not limited to, Spade shaped, 
straight with a concave curve at the end, straight with convex 
curve at the end, triangular (needle nose), rectangular and 
combinations thereof. The jaws 42 may be spaced apart or 
separated from one another even when closed as shown in 
FIG. 4. 

0016 None of the abovementioned disclosures teach an in 
Vivo device having a bow, as a single asymmetric radially 
outward extensible flexible element with reduced radial 
dimensional configuration, and Void of free radially extend 
ing extremities to prevent traumatic lesions to vessels, that 
dilates an occluded blood vessel and permits to traverse an 
occlusion in Successively repetitively predetermined con 
trolled identical steps. Additionally, controlled flexion and 
extension of the bow, in controlled force application and 
step-length, provide for a type self-propelled device that 
dilates an occluded blood vessel and permits to traverse an 
occlusion, without relying on the skills and dexterity of the 
operator. 

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION 

0017. An occlusion auger (100) is used for penetrating and 
traversing an occlusion (320) in a blood vessel (300) by 
performing a plurality of repeatable atraumatic single-se 
quence two-state consecutive actions including first radial 
dilatation in one direction to crack open a furrow (340) in the 
occlusion, followed second by distal penetration into the fur 
row, and vice versa. 
0018. An occlusion auger (100) having an ex vivo auger 
control operates an in vivo auger tool. Initially, the auger tool, 
trailing a shaft (130) containing a guide wire (120) is navi 
gated adjacent the occlusion or in a furrow of the occlusion. In 
parallel or in sequence, predetermined values are set at the 
auger control, namely dilatation threshold forces and distal 
penetration step-length. 
0019. Next, the auger tool is operated under control of the 
predetermined values, to sequentially repeat identical radial 
dilation and distal penetration steps, without relying on the 
skills of the operator (OP). However, it is the task or the 
operator to conduct the auger tools axially into the vessel. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0020. An aspect of some embodiments of the invention 
relates to a device for augmenting a blood flow passage 
through a partially or fully occluded blood vessel, the device 
including an auger tool adapted for use in an in vivo blood 
vessel. A vessel occlusion auger, or occlusion auger, having 
an auger tool commanded by an ex vivo auger control, is 
defined as a device for use in an invasive Surgical procedure to 
open a lumen through a partial or total occlusion disposed in 
a blood vessel. 
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0021. The auger tool is configured to provide atraumatic 
engagement of in vivo tissue, in rolling motion, under con 
trolled force threshold and translation distance limits. 
0022. It is an object of the present invention to provide an 
occlusion auger (1000) and a method for implementing the 
occlusion auger, for distally traversing an occlusion (320) in 
a vessel (300) having vessel walls (310). There is provided an 
auger tool (110) configured for atraumatic repeatable opera 
tion in a sequence including both deflection to anarcuate State 
extending radially outward, and release to an expanded and 
straightened State, and vice versa. The auger tool has an 
extrados when arcuate, and also a tool tip (MT). In the arcuate 
state, when the auger tool is disposed adjacent the occlusion, 
the tool tip and the extrados are embedded and releasably 
retained in, respectively, a tip depression (141) and an are 
depression (151) disposed opposite to each other in spaced 
apart relationship in the vessel, whereby the vessel is dilated 
asymmetrically in radial outward direction for opening a 
furrow (340) in the occlusion. 
0023. Furthermore, in the expanded state, following the 
arcuate state, the tool tip translates into the furrow distally 
away from the arc depression, by one step length for each one 
sequence of operation. Each next sequence of operation of the 
auger tool is accompanied by a next distal tip depression, and 
a next distal arc depression, and both the next distal tip and the 
next arc depression are disposed distally relative to, respec 
tively, a previous tip and a previous arc depression. 
0024 Moreover, the auger tool is configured for flexing in 
controlled deflection curve shape. Also, by embedding the 
tool tip first and thereafter the extrados induces atraumatic 
rolling motion is provided for radial outward dilation, and for 
distal translation. 
0025. It is another object of the present invention to pro 
vide an auger tool for operation in a specific number of 
Successive sequences, accompanied by a same specific num 
ber or radial outward dilations and of distal translations. The 
auger tool translates Substantially axially and distally into the 
vessel in Successive crawling motion imparted by each Suc 
cessive sequence of operation. 
0026. It is yet another object of the present invention to 
provide an occlusion auger having a shaft (130) with an ex 
vivo proximal end (134), an in vivo distal end (135), an 
exterior (136), and an interior (137) supporting therein a wire 
(120) having an ex vivo proximal extremity (125) and an in 
vivo distal extremity portion (121). The auger tool (100) has 
a flexible and resilient bow (110) disposed in distal coexten 
sive longitudinal alignment with the distal end of the shaft, 
and the bow has a bow back (117) intermediate a bow root 
(115) fixedly attached to and supported by the distal end of the 
shaft, and a face (112, 112T. 112OV) extending distally away 
from the bow back, the lace having a face bore (113, 113F, 
113OV), which is configured for passage therethrough of the 
wire. In addition, a force applicator (122, 122R, 122M, 
122OV) retained at the distal extremity of the wire, is config 
ured for operative association with the face bore and with the 
shaft, to flex the bow to the arcuate state when the shaft is 
translated distally relative to the force applicator, for the 
extrados to dilate the vessel in asymmetric radial outward 
direction, and to release the bow to the expanded state when 
the wire is released, for the face to translate the force appli 
cator distally away relative to the arc depression by one pre 
determined step length for each one sequence of operation. 
0027. The force applicator has at least one flexible portion, 
and at least one resilient portion. 
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0028. It is still another object of the present invention to 
provide a force applicator that is disposed in longitudinal 
coextensive distal alignment with the face, and where the bow 
is tangential to and longitudinally aligned with the shaft, and 
is configured to taper from the bow root distally away, form 
ing a single protrusion extending radially outward relative to 
the wire, whereby alignment of the force applicator with the 
bow, tapering of the bow, and the single radial protrusion 
enhance reduced dimensions. 
0029. It is yet still another object of the present invention 
to provide a force applicator that is permanently attached to 
the distal extremity of the wire, and where the force applicator 
and the face bore are configured for either one of both, per 
mitting passage of the force applicator through the face bore, 
and preventing passage of the force applicator through the 
face bore. In addition, the force applicator and the face bore 
may be configured for both, permitting passage of the force 
applicator through the face bore, and preventing passage of 
the force applicator through the face bore. Likewise, the force 
applicator may be retained to the face in proximally con 
trolled attachment release. 
0030. It is a further object of the present invention to 
provide a bow that is configured with a distally gradually 
diminishing spring rate coefficient for deflection under larger 
force at the bow root and under smaller force at the face, 
whereby controlled atraumatic bow deflection curvature is 
achieved. Moreover, the bow is configured with a distally 
gradually diminishing spring rate coefficient for deflection 
under larger force at the bow root and under less force at the 
face, and the arc depression of the extrados is larger than the 
tip depression. 
0031. It is yet a further object of the present invention to 
provide occlusion auger having an auger control (500) that is 
disposed ex vivo in operative association with the auger tool, 
including a force limiter configured for adjustable selection 
and setting of a predetermined threshold limit of forces 
applied to the auger tool, and a step limiter configured for 
adjustable selection and setting of a predetermined distal step 
length taken in each one sequence of operation. 
0032. It is yet still a further object of the present invention 
to provide an auger control that maintains identical predeter 
mined forces limit and step length settings for each sequence 
in a series of Successively repeated sequences. Furthermore, 
the auger tool includes 

0033 a shaft lock for releasably locking the shaft rela 
tive to the auger control and for limiting force applied on 
the shaft, and a stepperfor distally translating the shaft in 
predetermined step length, 

0034 a wire lock for releasably locking the wire relative 
to the auger control and for limiting force applied on the 
wire, and 

0035 the auger control is configured for operative han 
dling and control of the wire and of the shaft both inde 
pendently and in combination. 

0036. It is an additional object of the present invention to 
provide an occlusion auger that when in the arcuate state has 
a bow back with an extrados extending radially outward and 
away from the wire, and the bow root is retained to the shaft, 
and the face is retained to the wire by the face bore, for 
continuous control of the deflection of the bow, whereby the 
force applicator is the sole free-extending extremity of the 
auger tool. 
0037. It is yet an additional object of the present invention 
to provide an occlusion tool that has at least one cutting edge 
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(112C) disposed on a perimeter (112P) of the face to extend 
radially outward and away from the face bore, and where the 
at least one cutting edge is configured for radially cutting into 
occlusion tissue, in vivo 
0038. It is yet still an additional object of the present 
invention to provide an occlusion tool where: 
0039 a... the force applicator is navigated to engage an 
axial furrow in an occlusion, 
0040 b. the face is abutted on the force applicator, 
0041 c. the auger tool is operated to the arcuate state, 
whereby kinetic energy is accumulated and the bow asym 
metrically dilates the vessel into one radial outward direction, 
0042 d. the auger tool is released to the expanded state, 
and the released kinetic energy extends the bow to translate 
the force applicator distally into the furrow, and 
0043 e. the sequence of steps c. and d. are successively 
repeatable until the occlusion is traversed and augmented 
blood flow is restored. 
0044. It is one more additional object of the present inven 
tion to provide an occlusion tool where when in the arcuate 
state, the force applicator releasably embeds in a tip depres 
Sion, the extrados embeds in an arc depression to dilate the 
furrow, and initiate a crack propagation mechanism to open 
and distally deepen the furrow, and when in the expanded 
state, the force applicator is received by one step length dis 
tally deeper in the deepened furrow. 
0045. It is yet still another additional object of the present 
invention to provide an occlusion tool where when in the 
arcuate state, the force applicator releasably embeds in a tip 
depression, the extrados embeds in an arc depression to dilate 
the furrow, and initiate a crack propagation mechanism to 
open and distally deepen the furrow, and when in the 
expanded State, the force applicator is received by one step 
length distally deeper in the deepened furrow 
0046. It is still a further object of the present invention to 
provide an occlusion auger wherein when the force applicator 
extends distally past an occlusion, either one of both opera 
tions is performed: 
0047 the wire is navigated to engage a next occlusion and 
a next occlusion traversing sequence is performed, and 

0.048 the shaft is proximally retrieved ex vivo while the 
wire remains disposed in place for use in a next treat 
ment intervention 

0049. It is moreover a further object of the present inven 
tion to provide an occlusion auger wherein when the force 
applicator extends distally past a traversed occlusion, the 
shaft is retrievable ex vivo, by either one of both: 
0050 retrieving the face bore proximally away relative to 
the force applicator and sliding the face bore over the wire, 
and 
0051 disengaging the face distally away from the force 
applicator, and retrieving the shaft proximally. 
0052. It is furthermore an object of the present invention to 
provide an occlusion auger wherein the auger tool is config 
ured to accommodate locking, translation, and rotation of the 
shaft and of the wire in either one of both mutually indepen 
dent operation, and in mutually associative operation. 
0053. It is furthermore still an object of the present inven 
tion to provide an occlusion auger wherein the arcuate state is 
achieved, by distal translation of the shaft relative to and over 
the wire until the face abuts the force applicator, and the 
expanded state is achieved by distal translation of the wire 
relative to the shaft. The distal translation has a step length 
that ranges from 1 mm to 50 mm. 
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0054. It is yet still a further object of the present invention 
to provide an occlusion auger wherein the tip depression is 
disposed opposite the arc depression, and the arc depression 
has a span selected from the group of spans consisting of a 
span extending proximally and distally relative to the tip 
depression, a span extending proximally relative to the tip 
depression, and a span extending distally relative to the tip 
depression. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0055. Non-limiting embodiments of the invention will be 
described with reference to the following description of 
exemplary embodiments, in conjunction with the figures. The 
figures are generally not shown to scale and any measure 
ments are only meant to be exemplary and not necessarily 
limiting. In the figures, identical structures, elements or parts 
which appear in more than one figure are preferably labeled 
with a same or similar number in all the figures in which they 
appear, in which: 
0056 FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram of the occlusion 
auger, 
0057 FIG. 2 shows a side elevation of the distal in vivo 
portion of the vessel occlusion auger, according to FIG. 1, 
0058 FIG. 3 is a longitudinal cross-section of the side 
elevation shown in FIG. 2, 
0059 FIG. 4 shows an ex vivo auger actuator for the opera 
tion of the vessel occlusion auger, 
0060 FIG. 5 is a longitudinal cross-section of the auger 
actuator shown in FIG. 4. 
0061 FIG. 6 is an enlarged detail of the wire-locking 
mechanism of the auger actuator shown in FIG. 5, 
0062 FIG. 7 is an enlarged detail of the shaft locking 
mechanism of the auger actuator shown FIG. 5, 
0063 FIG. 8 shows a typical operating room used for a 
procedure with the occlusion auger according to FIG. 1, 
0064 FIGS.9 and 10 show partial in vivo cross-sections of 
a procedure with the occlusion auger according to FIG. 1, 
0065 FIGS. 11A, 11B, 12A to 12C, 13A, 13B, and 14A to 
14C show details of the navigation and the use of the occlu 
sion auger of FIG. 1, 
0.066 FIGS. 15A, 15B, 16A, 16B, 17A, 17B, and 18, show 
details of the operation of the occlusion auger of FIG. 1, 
0067 FIGS. 19A and 19B shows enhancements of the 
occlusion auger of FIG. 1, 
0068 FIGS. 20A to 20D illustrate the mechanism of bend 
ing and expansion of the occlusion auger of FIG. 1. 
0069 FIGS. 21A to 21C depict various bow root configu 
rations, 
0070 FIGS. 2A and 22B present optional embodiments of 
the face of the bow, 
(0071 FIGS. 23A to 23C depict a further embodiment of 
the auger tool, and 
0072 FIGS. 24A, 24B, 25A to 25C, and 26 show details of 
various optional embodiments for the force applicator and the 
face of the bow. 

BEST MODES FOR CARRYING OUT THE 
INVENTION 

0073 FIG. 1 presents a block diagram showing the mutual 
relationship and the main elements of the occlusion auger 
1000 when in operation, with a proximal ex vivo portion, and 
a distal in vivo portion, shown separated by a dashed line S-S. 
A shaft 130 and a guide wire 120, or wire 120, both have a 
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proximal ex vivo portion and a distal in vivo portion. A 
guiding catheter wherethrough the in Vivo portion of the 
occlusion auger 1000 is introduced into the patient, and the 
patient, are not shown in FIG. 1. 
0074 An operator OP handles the occlusion auger 1000 
via an ex vivo auger actuator 500, which controls an in vivo 
auger tool 100 operating a distal portion of the wire 120 and 
of the shaft 130. In the preferred embodiment 1000, the auger 
tool 100 has for example, a flexible and resilient element, 
such as a bow 110, fixedly coupled to the distal portion of the 
shaft 130, and removably engaging an in vivo force applicator 
122 fixed to the in vivo distal extremity of the wire 120. 
0075. In operation, the wire 120 is first navigated distally 
via blood vessels 300, inside vessel walls 310, until the force 
applicator 122 engages an occlusion 320, or a furrow 340 in 
an occlusion320. Then, the shaft 130 and the force applicator 
122 are coupled and operated to flex and arcuate the bow 110. 
Thereby, the force applicator 122 and the extrados of the 
arcuate flexed bow back 117 are embeded in occlusion tissue 
lining the furrow 340, in releasable anchoring disposed adja 
cent opposite vessel walls 310. 
0076. In operation, flexing the bow 110 dilates the furrow 
340 asymmetrically into one radial direction, providing 
forces to provoke and initiate a crack propagation mechanism 
in the occlusion 320, and to further open and distally deepen 
the furrow 340. Thereafter, forces on the bow 110 are released 
whereby the elastic energy accumulated therein while flexing 
is liberated to expand the bow 110, and to introduce the force 
applicator 122 by one step-length distally deeper into the 
furrow 340. 
0077. The flexure to arcuate and the release to expand the 
bow 110 are respectively, a first and a second state of a 
sequence having two phases, controllably operated in Succes 
sive repetition by the auger actuator 500 to cross the occlusion 
320. If necessary, repetitive operation of a plurality of 
sequences is reiterated Successively to traverse one or more 
occlusions. Figuratively, the auger tool 100 coils-up when 
flexing, and uncoils when expanding, to progresses distally in 
a worm-like type of crawling process. 
0078. The auger actuator 500 has a shaft locking mecha 
nism 540, or shaft lock 540, a step-length limiting mechanism 
541, or stepper 541, and a force limiter 542, all coupled to the 
shaft 130. Furthermore, the auger actuator 500 has a wire 
locking mechanism 560, and a force limiter, other than the 
shaft force limiter, but also marked as 542 in FIG.1, which are 
coupled to the wire 120. It is noted that the force applicator 
122 and the bow 110 return feedback control information to 
the force limiter 542. 
007.9 There is also an optional release mechanism 125 to 
decouple the force applicator 122 in vivo from the bow 120, 
as further described in detail hereinbelow. 

Vessel Auger Assembly 

0080 FIG. 2 shows a side elevation view of the in vivo 
auger tool 100, as an exemplary embodiment of a portion of 
the occlusion auger 1000, according to FIG.1. The auger tool 
100 includes a shaft 130, such as that of an available intra 
vascular catheter system for the treatment of occluded blood 
vessels. The shaft 130 is distally terminated by, for example, 
a bow 110 that is flexible and resilient, and has a distal end 
terminated by a face 112 wherein a face bore 113 is opened. 
A guide wire 120, or wire 120, is disposed coaxially through 
the interior of the shaft 130 and through the face bore 113, 
which is configured to allow controlled bi-directional trans 
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lation and rotation of the wire 120. The wire 120 has a flexible 
and resilient free distal extremity portion 121, terminated by 
a force applicator 122, shown as a bulb 122B, and accommo 
dated to variably and reversibly extend distally away from the 
face 112. In an exemplary embodiment, both the force appli 
cator 122 and the bow 110 include a radio opaque materialso 
that an operator OP viewing an imaging system, for example 
a Computer Tomography (CT) or a Radiograph, may visual 
ize the disposition of the force applicator 122 with respect to 
the face 112. 
0081. As shown in FIG. 2, the distal extremity portion 121 
of the wire 120, extending distally away from the lace 112, is 
bent to an angle C. with respect to the shaft 130. When the wire 
120 is rotated inside the shaft 130, then the distal extremity 
121 becomes a directrix that describes the mantle of a cone. 
Therefore, when the wire 120 is disposed in the interior of a 
vessel 300, and the operator OP desires to introduce the distal 
extremity portion 121 past a curve or into a branch of a vessel 
300, the wire 120 is rotated until the distal extremity portion 
121 points into the direction appropriate to proceed past the 
curve or into the branch. 
0082 FIGS. 2 and 3 also indicate details of the shaft 130, 
Such as the proximal end, the in vivo distal end, the exterior, 
and the interior, which supports a wire therein. Also shown 
are the ex vivo proximal extremity portion and the in vivo 
distal extremity portion, of the wire 120. 
0083 FIG. 3 is a longitudinal cross-section of FIG. 2, 
where the bulb 122B is shown retracted proximally and in 
abutment with the face 112, in contrast with the position 
depicted in FIG. 2, where the bulb 122B is shown in distal 
extension away from the face 112. 
0084. A relief 114, which locally decreases the cross-sec 
tional area of the bow 110 defines a specific location about 
which the bow 110 will flex and bend when urged to arcuate. 
The shape of the relief 114 is irrelevant as long as the func 
tional requirements are met, and may be implemented as a 
cutout formed by plane sections, or as a rounded-off curve of 
a selected shape. The shape of the relief 114 is thus not limited 
to any specific configuration and may be selected as desired. 
I0085. The portion of the bow 110 extending from the 
proximal extremity thereof to the relief 114 forms a bow root 
115, and the portion of the bow 110 extending from the relief 
114 to the face 112 forms a bow back 117. The bow root 115 
and a proximal portion of the bow back 117 are disposed in a 
cutout 132 entered in the distal portion of the shaft 130, so that 
the bow 110 longitudinally extends in co-alignment with the 
shaft 130. The bow 110 is made for example, from a super 
flexible and resilient material. Such as nitinol, and is exem 
plarily, about 1.4 centimeters long. 
I0086 To reduce dimensions, the force applicator 122 is 
disposed in longitudinal coextensive distal alignment with the 
face 112, and the bow 110 is configured to taper from the bow 
root 115 distally away, to form a single protrusion extending 
radially outward relative to the wire 120. Thereby, due to the 
alignment of the force applicator 122 with the face 112, the 
tapering of the bow 110, and the single radial protrusion, 
reduced dimensions are enhanced. 
0087 Although not shown in the Figs., the bow 110 tapers 
distally away, thus haying a larger cross-sectional area proxi 
mally than distally. Actually the bow 110 is one possible 
implementation of a portion of the auger tool 100. The bow 
110 is a flexible and resilient beam cantilevered to the shaft 
130 with the face 112 as the beam free end. The bow back 117 
is actually a flat spring for which the distal taper provides a 
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lower spring rate or spring coefficient at the distal extremity, 
here the face 112, than at the proximal cantilevered extremity, 
here the relief 114. The importance of the bow 110 being 
“softer distally, and “harder” proximally is detailed herein 
below. 
I0088. In an exemplary embodiment, the bow root 115 and 
at least a proximal portion of the relief 114, are belted by a 
surrounding shrink tube 116. The shrink tube 116 is shrunk to 
fixedly retain the bow 110 in co-alignment to the shall 130, 
and to prevent any relative motion between the bow 110 and 
the shaft 130. The shrink tube 116 also grips the relief 114 to 
better anchor the bow 110 onto the shall 130. The bow back 
117 is not covered by the shrink tube 116, and is thus free to 
flex. 
0089. The fixed retention of the bow root 115 to the shaft 
130 is possibly achieved with any practical means available, 
and is not restricted to the use of a shrink tube 116, as further 
described hereinbelow. If desired, the shrink tube 116 is 
selected from materials that can be induced to form a strong 
attachment to the bow 110, for example, materials including 
Nylon 11TM or Nylon 6TM. It is remarked that the shaft 130 
may have a diameter of 0.55 mm for example. 
0090 FIG. 3 illustrates a coiled spiraling wire jacket 124 
encasing the distal extremity portion 121 of the wire 120. The 
wire jacket 124 is about 20 cm long and remains conformal to 
the wire 120 that tapers distally along that same length, from, 
say a diameter of 0.05 mm, down to 0.01 mm. In an exemplary 
embodiment, the face bore 113 has a diameter of 0.3 mm and 
the bulb 1.12B is 0.35 mm in diameter. 
(0091 FIG.3 also depicts that the distal portion of the wire 
120 includes a core wire 126 encased in the spiraling wire 
jacket 124. In an exemplary embodiment, the wire jacket 124 
is 1 to 0.5 millimeters in diameter and the core wire 126 has 
a diameter ranging from 0.05 mm to 0.01 mm. For the sake of 
clarity, reference is made hereinbelow simply to “wire 120. 
0092 Although the auger tool 100 was described as hav 
ing a bow 110, other implementations are possible, as long as 
the functional and atraumatic requirements are respected. 
This means that it is always necessary to assure controlled 
tension and flexure forces, to control radial outward extension 
in the arcuate state, as well as distal translation when in return 
to the expanded State. 
(0093 FIG. 4 presents the ex vivo auger actuator 500 for 
the operation of the in vivo auger tool 100, and FIG. 5 is a 
longitudinal cross-section of FIG. 4. 
(0094) Referring to FIGS. 4 and 5, the auger actuator 500 
includes a distal shaft control 501 supported concentrically in 
proximal co-aligned extension by a Substantially cylindrical 
wire handle 550. A common axial conduit 510 pierces both 
the distal shaft control 501 and the wire handle 550. A distal 
portion 503 of the conduit 510 passing throughout the distal 
shaft control 501 is configured to accommodate free passage 
therethrough of the shaft 130, whereas a proximal portion 553 
of conduit 510 passing throughout the wire handle 550 is 
configured to accommodate free passage therethrough of the 
wire 120. The shaft 130, which is disposed in the wider 
portion 503, cannot penetrate into the narrower proximal 
portion 553 of the conduit 510 passing through the wire 
handle 550. 
(0095. The shaft control 501 is of unitary construction and 
includes a shaft-nose 530, a collar 532, and a shaft body 534, 
all of generally cylindrical shape and disposed in concentric 
coextensive alignment. The shaft-nose 530 is oriented in the 
distal direction, proximally followed first by the collar 532 
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and second, by the shaft body 534. The collar 532 protrudes 
radially outward and away from the external surface of the 
shaft-nose 530, the shaft body 534, and the wire handle 550. 
A wire locking mechanism 560, or wire lock 560, is proxi 
mally and coaxially appended to the wire handle 550. 
0096 FIG. 5 further depicts a step limiter 541, or stepper 
541, for setting a step length, for example by help of a set 
screw 543 coupled to the wire handle 550, where the setscrew 
543 is received in a relief 545 cut in the shaft body 534, 
operating as described hereinbelow. 
0097. The shaft body 534 is configured as a male cylinder 
coaxially received in the interior of an axial female bore 
entered into the wire handle 550, and is configured to permit 
mutual relative displacement in bi-directional translation and 
in bi-directional rotation, between both the shaft control 501 
and the wire handle 550. Relative to the wire handle 550, the 
collar 532 is displaceable in bi-directional rotation and in 
translation distally outward and away therefrom, and proxi 
mally back therein. The auger actuator assembly 500 is 
designed to permit precise control of the bi-directional dis 
placement in translation and in rotation of both the wire 120 
and of the shaft 130, as described in detail hereinbelow. 
0098 FIG. 6 is an enlarged detail of the wire-locking 
mechanism 560, having a configuration well known to the art, 
and permitting to reversibly lock the guide wire 120 relative 
to the wire handle 550, when desired. A threaded extension 
562 carrying an external male screwthread is disposed con 
centrically and in proximal coextension to the proximal 
extremity of the wire handle 550 for matching engagement 
with a female screwthread disposed on the interior of a cap nut 
564. The proximal portion 553 of the common axial conduit 
510 coaxially pierces both the threaded extension 562 and the 
cap nut 564. 
0099. A wire glans 566, having an axial bore for the pas 
sage of the wire 120 therethrough, has a wire stem 568 and 
wire locking jaws 570. The wire stern 568 and the wire 
locking jaws 570 are received in an appropriate widening 
entered in the proximal extremity 553 of the axial conduit 
510. The wire locking jaws 570 of the glans 566 resiliently 
separate into a plurality of flexible and resilient jaws config 
ured to operate as a cone-locking mechanism. Further details 
for this well-known cone-locking mechanism are Superflu 
OUS 

0100. It is understood that when the female cap nut 564 is 
threadingly engaged on the male screw-threaded tail 562, the 
cap nut 564 applies compression forces on the wire locking 
jaws 570 that deflect to firmly lock onto the wire 120 and 
prevent displacement thereof relative to the wire handle 550. 
It is also clear that when the female cap nut 564 is threadingly 
disengaged from the male threaded tail 562, the wire locking 
jaws 570 resiliently release their grip on the wire 120, which 
then becomes able to freely translate and rotate relative to the 
wire handle 550. 

0101. When the wire locking mechanism 560 is locked 
onto the wire 120, and the wire handle 550 is rotated clock 
wise and anticlockwise, then the wire 120 will rotate in the 
same direction, respectively, clockwise and anticlockwise. 
Likewise, the wire 120 can now be translated longitudinally 
distally or proximally to, respectively, extend distally out, as 
shown in FIG. 2, or to retract proximally. 
0102. In an exemplary embodiment, the wire lockingjaws 
570 are made from a material including for example, metal, 
Such as brass, or a polymeric plastic material known by the 
trade name AcculonTM. 
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0103) The wire locking mechanism 560 has a built-in 
force limiting mechanism. The force applied by the wire 
lockingjaws 570 on the wire 120 define the load under which 
the wire will slip out of the wire locking jaws 570. Thus the 
more and the harder the cap nut 564 is screw threaded on the 
male threaded tail 562, the higher the retention force on the 
wire 120, and vice versa. Other force limiting mechanisms are 
also applicable. Indication of the retaining force threshold of 
the wire 120 may also be provided. 
0104. As described hereinbelow, translation, rotation, and 
standstill of the wire 120 and of the shalt 130 are mutually 
independent, but may be operated in cooperative association. 
0105 FIG. 7 shows a longitudinal axial cross-section of a 
shaft locking mechanism 540 disposed in the distal portion of 
the shaft control 501 in which a plurality of shaft lockingjaws 
528 releasably lock onto the shaft 130, thereby preventing 
longitudinal and rotational displacement of the shaft 130 
relative to the shaft control 501. 
0106. In an exemplary embodiment, the shaft nose 530 is 
accommodated with a concentric nose opening 535 for 
receiving therein a shaft stem 531 of a shaft glans 533 having 
a plurality offlexible and resilient shaft lockingjaws 528. The 
shaft locking jaws 528, concentrically pierced by the distal 
portion 503 of the axial conduit 510, operate to releasably 
lock onto the shaft 130 by a cone-locking mechanism con 
figuration well known to the art. 
0107 The shaft glans 533 is fixedly coupled in axial co 
aligned disposition to a slider 524 accommodated to freely 
translate axially and longitudinally, thus both distally and 
proximally, in the interior of a chamber 536. The chamber 536 
is a hollowed out volume disposed in the interior of the shaft 
nose 530. A resilient element 522, such as one or more helical 
coil spring(s) 522, appropriately housed in a blind spring bore 
538 opened in parallel to the conduit 510 into the shaft nose 
530, are accommodated to receive the spring(s) 522. The 
resilient element 522 biases the slider 524 proximally away. 
Thereby, the slider 524 retracts the shaft glans 533 into the 
shaft nose 530, whereby the shaft lockingjaws 528 lock onto 
the shaft 130, preventing translation and rotation thereof rela 
tive to the shaft control 501. 

0108. When the shaft locking mechanism 540 is locked 
onto the shaft 130, and the collar 532 is translated distally and 
proximately, or rotated, then the shaft 130 also, respectively, 
translates distally and proximately, or rotates, relative to the 
wire handle 550, shown in FIG. 5. 
0109 To release the locked shaft 130, the slider 524 is 
translated distally, whereby the shaft locking jaws 528 are 
pushed distally out of the nose opening 535, and flex radially 
out and away. Thereby, the resilient shaft locking jaws 528 
open to release grip and release the shaft 130 to freely trans 
late and rotate. To this end, a plunger 520, retained in pivotal 
freedom of motion to the shaft control 501, is provided with 
a wedge 521 configured to engage a matching groove 523 
accommodated for this purpose in the slider 524. When the 
operator OP depresses the plunger 520, then the wedge 521 
pivots to engage the groove 523. Thereby the slider 524 is 
driven distally against the resilient element 522, to release the 
lock of the resilient shaft locking jaws 528 on the shaft 130. 
0110. When the shaft-locking mechanism 540 is released 
by depression of the plunger 520, the shaft 130 is free to 
translate and rotate. It is also understood that the purpose of 
translation and rotation or the guide wire 120 and of the shaft 
130 is to allow an operator OP to precisely operate and posi 
tion the auger tool 100 with respect to an occlusion 320 
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disposed in a vessel 300. Moreover, the plunger 520 operates 
as an emergency button, permitting to immediately discon 
nect the shaft and to relieve the vessel 300 from any force or 
moment applied thereon by the auger tool 100. 
0111. The shaft-locking mechanism 540 has a built-in 
force limiting mechanism, permitting to select a threshold 
limit to prevent the exertion of excessive forces on the force 
applicator 122, and on the bow 110. The bias exerted by the 
resilient element 522 on the slider 524 is the force by which 
the shaft glans 533 is pulled proximally, and the more spring 
bias, the more forceful the proximal pull. The proximal pull of 
the slider 524 is applied to the shaft glans 533 to lock the shaft 
130 with a force proportional to the bias applied by the resil 
ient element 522. One shaft retaining force control mecha 
nism consists of replacing an installed resilient element 522 
by a harder or softer one, to obtain, respectively, higher or 
lower shaft retention locking forces. 
0112. Other shaft-locking force control mechanisms are 
possible. One example, not shown in the Figs., is the preload 
ing of a spring 522, say by operating a controllable screw for 
the releasable axial compression of the spring. The more the 
spring 522 is compressed, the better the shaft locking jaws 
528 clamp the shaft 130, and the higher the lock retention 
forces on the shaft 130. 

0113 Hence, when the bow 110 is flexed to arcuate, a 
force of magnitude lower than a limit threshold will prevent 
breakage of the guide wire 120 and separation of the force 
applicator 122 therefrom. In addition, the radial force of the 
bow 110 against a vessel wall 310 may be kept below a 
threshold limit, to prevent damage to a vessel 300. 
0114. In an exemplary embodiment, the shaft lockingjaws 
528 are made from an elastomeric material including, for 
example, a polymeric plastic material known by the trade 
name TeflonTM. Given the relatively low coefficientoffriction 
of the selected material, the shaft-locking mechanism 540 
will give way above a determined force, to allow the shaft 130 
to slip on the shaft locking jaws 528, and prevent the appli 
cation of a higher than desired force on the wire 120, on the 
force applicator 122, and on the bow 110. 
0115 FIG.5 depicts a conceptual embodiment of the step 
length limiter 541, also indicated in FIG.1. The setscrew 543, 
coupled to the wire handle 550, and so extending radially 
inward to be received in the relief S45, operates as a stopperto 
limit the step-length. When the shaft body 534 is translated 
distally, the translation will stop when the setscrew 543 abuts 
the proximal wall 547 of the relief 545. Assuming that the 
shaft lock 540 is locked on the shaft 130, and the wire lock 
560 is locked on the wire 120, then when the shaft body 534 
is translated distally, stopping of the translation of the set 
screw 543 on the proximal wall 547 will limit the distal 
translation step-length imparted to the shaft 130 relative to the 
wire 120. 

0116. The step-length limiter 541 is possibly implemented 
in various versions, not described herein. For example, the 
setscrew 543, or any other mechanical stopper such as a pin, 
may be disposed in adjustable setting on the wire handle 550 
relative to the proximal wall 547, to provide for an adjustable 
step-length. Although not shown in the Figs., one may also 
consider piercing bores into the wire handle 550, at various 
distances from the proximal wall 547, to achieves various step 
lengths when the setscrew 543, or a pin, are entered into an 
appropriately selected bore. Evidently, other implementa 
tions of the step-length limiter 541 are possible. 
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0117 The operator OP is thus presented with a multifunc 
tional auger control 500, having a shaft lock 540 for releas 
ably locking the shaft 130 relative to the auger control 500 and 
for limiting force applied on the shaft 130, a stepper 541 for 
distally translating the shaft 130 in predetermined step length, 
a wire lock 560 for releasably locking the wire 120 relative to 
the auger control 500 and for limiting force applied on the 
wire. It is noted that the auger control 500 is configured for 
operative handling and control of the wire 120 and of the shaft 
130 both independently and in combination. In addition, it is 
noted that the shaft 130 may be retrieved distally out of the 
auger control 500, and that the wire 120 may be retrieved out 
of the auger control 500 both distally and proximally. 
0118. The auger control 500 is thus disposed ex vivo in 
operative association with the auger tool 100, including an 
inherent force limiting mechanism configured for the adjust 
able selection and for the setting of a predetermined threshold 
limit of shaft forces and of wire forces applied to the auger 
tool 100, and a step limiter configured for the adjustable 
selection and for setting of a predetermined distal step length 
identically taken and repeated in each one sequence of opera 
tion. It is not the operator OP but the auger control that 
maintains identical predetermined forces limit and step 
length settings for each sequence in a series of Successively 
repeated sequences. 

Treating an Occluded Vessel 
0119 FIG. 8 shows a typical operating room 400 used for 
a procedure with the occlusion auger 1000 that includes a 
surgical table 458, an imager 468 and an imaging display 470 
that provides a real-time image of a treated vessel 300. In an 
exemplary embodiment, wherein the coronary artery 300 is 
being treated, a patient 420 is placed in the prone position on 
the table 458 and the shaft 130 is passed through a catheter 
430 that enters the patient 420 through an incision 424 into a 
femoral artery 428, as illustrated in FIG. 9. 
I0120 FIG. 9 and FIG. 10, which is an enlarged detail of 
FIG. 9, show a partial in vivo cross-section of the guiding 
catheter 430 entering through an incision 424 into the femoral 
artery 428, seen in cutaway. The auger actuator assembly 500 
is manipulated so that the shaft 130 passes through the guid 
ing catheter 430 toward a heart 482, where a catheter distal 
end 431 communicates with a coronary artery 490 having a 
vessel branch 300 that contains an occlusion 320. 
I0121 To treat an occlusion 320, it is first necessary to 
navigate the distal portion of the occlusion auger 1000 via 
vessels 300 until the auger tool 100 meets the occlusion320. 
The auger tool 100 is operated with the force applicator 122 
being extended distally away from the face 112, as seen in 
vivo in FIG. 10. The distal wire extremity portion 121, termi 
nated by the tool tip MT, hangs free in a flexible configuration, 
allowing the wire 120 to flex and curve through bends and 
branches encountered in blood vessels. 
I0122. In practice, the occlusion auger 1000 is supplied 
with a wire 120 that is about 185 cm long, and a shaft 110 
having a length of some 140 cm. By factory setting, the force 
applicator 122 extends some 45 cm distally away from the 
face 112. That distance generally suits the operator. Extension 
pieces, not shown in the FigS. but used in common practice, 
may be attached to both the wire 120 and the shaft 130, if 
desired. 
I0123. It is always possible to alter this factory-set dispo 
sition. To extend the bulb 122 distally away from the face 112, 
the auger occlusion assembly 500 has to be manipulated as 
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follows. The shaft locking mechanism 540 is locked while the 
wire locking mechanism 560 is released and the guide wire 
120 is manually pushed distally relative to the wire handle 
550, to extend say for some 40 to 100 mm. To maintain a 
selected distance between the force applicator 122 and the 
face 112, the wire locking mechanism 560 is locked, as is the 
shaft locking mechanism 540, so that translation of the auger 
tool 500 will simultaneously translate both the wire 120 and 
the shaft 130. 
0.124. In a first step, as shown in vivo in FIG. 11A, the 
operator navigates simultaneously both the shall 130, not 
shown in FIG. 11A, and the wire 120, or only the wire 120, 
distally into the vessel 300, in manual translation toward and 
until the tool tip MT, here the force applicator 122, contacts 
the occlusion320 as distally as possible, into the furrow 340. 
0.125. In a second step, the shaft locking mechanism 540 is 
locked, and the wire locking mechanism 560 is unlocked. The 
guide wire 120 is kept in place by being firmly retained in one 
hand by the operator OP, say in the left hand LH, while the 
other hand pushes the auger actuator 500, thus also the shaft 
130, in distal translation over the wire 120, as shown ex vivo 
in FIG. 11B. It is noted that the shaft locking mechanism 540 
is locked since the plunger 520 is not depressed. The distal 
translation terminates when the face 112 comes to rest in 
abutment with the force applicator 122, as shown in vivo in 
FIG 12A. 

0126. It is noted that when the face 112 abuts the force 
applicator 122, the bow 110 increases the rigidity of the distal 
extremity portion 121 of the guide wire 120, which is thereby 
stiffened. In addition, a visual feedback signal is provided ex 
vivo to the operator OP, to indicate that the bulb 122 is in 
mechanical contact with the face 112, by uncovering a mark, 
not shown in the Figs., disposed on the wire 120. A mark, 
sign, or indicia, is appropriately disposed on a proximal por 
tion of the wire 120, so that when the shaft is introduced 
distally to have the face 112 abut the bulb 122, the mark is 
uncovered ex vivo when contact is made, by appearing proxi 
mally out of the auger actuator assembly 500. 
0127. By use of common practice radio opaque material, 
the disposition and the relative location of the various com 
ponents of the auger tool 100 are also presented to the opera 
tor on an X-ray device. 
0128. To orient the face 112 in an appropriately selected 
direction for further engagement as deep as possible into the 
furrow 340 of an occlusion320, the shaft locking mechanism 
540 and the wire locking mechanism 560 are first locked. 
Next, the auger actuator 500 is held by hand, as shown ex vivo 
in FIG. 12B, and the collar 532 is rotated in the desired 
direction, say by the thumb T. to rotate the shaft 130 together 
with the bow 110 and the face 112. With both the wirelocking 
mechanism 560 and the shaft lock mechanism 540 locked, it 
is possible to rotate the collar 532 in either direction and to 
translate the shaft 130 distally, as shown ex vivo in FIG. 12B 
by, respectively, the arrows A and R. 
0129. Evidently, it is also possible to unlock the wire lock 
ing mechanism 560, to extend the force applicator 122 dis 
tally away from the face 112, and to handle the guide wire 120 
independently, even though the former configuration is more 
rigid than the latter. 
0130. The auger tool 100 is now well positioned to threat 
an occlusion 320, either if penetration of the force applicator 
122 into the furrow 340 was successful, as by FIG. 12C, or 
even when the force applicator 122 only abuts on the occlu 
sion320, as by FIG. 12A. 
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I0131. In a third step, as seen in ex vivo in FIG. 13A, with 
the force applicator 122 abutting on the face 112, and with 
both the shaft and the wire locking mechanisms, respectively 
540 and 560 being locked, the collar 532 is pushed distally 
away from the wire handle 550, which is firmly retained, in 
the palm of the hand H by the fingers Fofan operator OP. The 
collar 532 is pushed with the thumb T to translate distally, in 
a direction indicated by the arrow A, causing the shaft 130 to 
translate distally relative to the wire 120, through an axial 
distance D, for example, of 0.5 centimeters. 
I0132 Transition from the expanded state following the 
arcuate state causes the tool tip MT to translate into the furrow 
340 distally away from the arc depression, by one step length 
for each one sequence of operation. In the same manner, each 
next sequence of operation of the auger tool is accompanied 
by a next distal tip depression, and a next distal arc depres 
Sion, and both the next distal tip and the next arc depression 
are disposed distally relative to, respectively, a previous tip 
and a previous arc depression. When the auger tool 100 is 
operated in a specific number of successive sequences, a same 
specific number of radial outward dilations and of distal trans 
lations accompanies these sequences. 
0.133 Since the wire 120 remains locked in place while the 
shaft 130 is forced to translate distally, and the force applica 
tor 122 remains in abutment against face 112, the resilient 
bow 110 is compelled to arcuate radially outward and away 
with respect to the guide wire 120, as shown in FIG. 13B. It is 
remarked that, as shown in FIG. 3, the face 112 is bent in 
oblique relative to the bow back 117, whereby the force 
applicator 122 first contacts the face 112 at a well predeter 
mined point P. shown in FIG. 3, where initial bending 
moments are applied. Furthermore, relief 114 defines the 
location where the bow 110 will begin to flex, and arcuate. 
0.134. As described hereinabove, the dimensions and the 
tapering of the flexible bow 110 are selected to ensure con 
trolled predetermined curvature shapes for the radially out 
ward bending of the bow 110 into a readily predictable mode 
of accurately defined deflection curvatures. 
I0135 Referring to FIG. 13B and in other words, the tierce 
applicator 122 embeds into one portion of the occlusion320, 
creating a first tip depression 141, into which the force appli 
cator 122 anchors. With the force applicator 122 anchored 
into the first tip depression 141, the extrados of the flexed bow 
back 117 of the arcuate bow 110 engages and embeds into a 
diametrically opposite lateral portion of the occlusion 320, 
creating a first arc depression 151. The vessel 300 is thereby 
dilated asymmetrically and radially outward, and the furrow 
340 will crack open, in a type of crack propagation process, 
Successively opening distally into newly opened furrow por 
tions. In fact, the bending bow 110 applies forces to expand 
the occlusion material and open a passage along a true lumen, 
which is the last blood flow path that was available before 
occlusion occurred. 
0.136. It may thus be said that the tool tip MT of the auger 
tool 110 and the extrados of the bow back 117 are embedded 
and releasably retained in, respectively, the tip depression 141 
and the arc depression 151 that are disposed opposite to each 
other so in spaced-apart relationship in the vessel 300. 
Thereby the vessel is dilated asymmetrically in radial out 
ward direction for opening a furrow 340 in the occlusion320. 
I0137 To furtherpenetrate into the occlusion320, the force 
applicator 122 has to progress distally to engage into and 
penetrate the newly opened furrow portion 340. To this end, 
as shown ex vivo in FIG. 14A, the collar 532 previously 
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pushed through a distance D shown in FIG. 13A, is now 
gripped between the thumb T and the index IND. Then, the 
otherfingers Fare opened to release the grip of the palm of the 
hand H on the wire handle 550, as shown ex vivo in FIG.14B. 
Thereby, the energy gathered in the arcuate bow 110 is 
released to push the face 112 distally, in the direction indi 
cated by the arrow AR, until the wire handle 550 abuts on the 
collar 532. 

0.138. The release of the energy-loaded bow 110 from the 
arcuate state to the extended state drives the face 112, and also 
the force applicator 122, distally into the furrow 340. When 
the flexed bow 110 is released, the first arc depression 151, 
into which the arcuate extrados of the bow back 117 is embed 
ded, becomes a point of support wherefrom the face 112 
uncoils distally. Therefore, with the first arc depression as 
support, the shape of the curvature of the flexed bow 110 is 
different from that of any shape developed during the bending 
of the bow 110. 

0139 While the distal portion of the bow 110, extending 
between the first arc depression 151 and the tip depression 
141 is released to straighten out, the proximal Support of the 
extrados gradually regresses proximally until return to the 
relief 114, which is reached in the expanded second state. 
This permits the force applicator 122 of the guide wire 120 to 
penetrate distally further into the furrow 340, as shown in vivo 
in FIG. 14C. 

0140. As stated hereinabove, the distal portion of the wire 
120 that retains the force applicator 122, and the bow 110 that 
is disposed on the distal portion of the shaft 130, form the 
auger tool 100. The auger tool 100 is tensioned when the bow 
110 is flexed to arcuate, by closing the distance separating the 
distal extremity of the shaft 130 from the face 112. When the 
bow 110 is released to expand and straighten out, the force 
applicator 122 is pushed distally further into the furrow 340. 
0141. Usually, a single two-step sequence of operation of 
the auger tool 100 is not sufficient to traverse and occlusion 
320, and the sequence of coiling and uncoiling in worm-like 
crawling process must be repeated. 
0142. Once again, the collar 532 is pushed with the thumb 
T to translate distally, in the same manner as describe in 
relation to FIGS. 12B and 13A. In the bending phase of the 
crawling process, the bow 110 is arcuate, as shown in vivo in 
FIG. 15A, for the force applicator 122 to become engaged and 
anchored into a second tip depression 142, disposed distally 
away from the first tip depression 141. Likewise, the bow 
back 117 becomes engaged and anchored into a second arc 
depression 152, disposed distally away from the first arc 
depression 151, in a lateral portion of the occlusion 320, 
diametrically opposite to the second tip depression 142. 
0143 Finally, the collar 532 is gripped by the thumb Tand 
the index IND, while the fingers F are released, in the same 
manner as described hereinabove in relation to FIGS. 14A 
and 14B. Thereby, the bow 110 expands and straightens out, 
distally past the second tip depression 142, and the bulb 122 
is pushed to penetrate distally into the furrow 340, in the 
second step of the crawling process, as shown in vivo in FIG. 
15B. 

0144. Once more, the force applicator 122 engages a 
newly formed crack opened by asymmetric radial dilatation 
of the vessel 300. The crawling process of the auger tool 100, 
as described hereinabove, may be repeated as often as needed 
to further penetrate into the occlusion 320, and finally, to 
traverse and exit distally out of that occlusion. 
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0145. It is not necessary to describe in details that the 
auger tool 100 may be operated to traverse through a succes 
sion of occlusions disposed in the vessel 300, until the guide 
wire traverses and emerges distally away of the Successive 
last occlusion. Typically, the bulb 122 progresses distally in 
Successive steps of some 5 millimeters, prior to creating fur 
ther tip and arc depressions. 
0146 During tests of the occlusion auger 1000, a flow 
passage through a 7-centimeter long occlusion320, has been 
opened following 14 sequences of arcuate bending and 
expansion of the bow 110. In this manner, the occlusion auger 
1000 may traverse a partial or a complete occlusion 320 of 
virtually any length, including a hard Chronic Total Occlu 
S1O. 

0.147. It is remarked that the two-step sequence of flexing 
and expanding of the bow 110 is governed and controlled by 
the ex vivo auger actuator 500. This means that once the 
operator OP has selected and set values for a step-length, a 
shaft retention force limit, and a wire retention force limit, 
these selected values are maintained and will be repeatedly 
and identically applied in further Successive sequences of 
operation, and will not rely on the skill and dexterity of the 
operator OP. For example, the operator OP may select and set 
the step-length distance out of a range of say 1 mm to 20 mm, 
and the selected distance D is maintained throughout the 
consecutive sequences of operation performed by the auger 
tool 100, until set anew by the operator OP. 
0.148. To help the operator OP using the occlusion auger 
1000 to navigate and orient the force applicator 112 distally 
away, a radio-opaque dye 160 may be injected into the vessel 
300. The interior of the vessel 300 thereby appears as a dark 
black area on the screen of an imaging system, clearly delim 
iting the borders of the vessel 300 and any occlusion 320. 
Thereby, tip depressions, lateral arc depressions, and cracks 
in a furrow 340 are well delimited. To further enhance the 
image presented to the practitioner, an image of the auger tool 
100 taken prior to the injection of the dye 160 may be super 
imposed in contrast to the black dyed image, to define the 
disposition of the auger tool 100 relative to the occlusion320. 
014.9 FIG. 16A illustrates an example of the use of radio 
opaque dye 160 prior to taking a bend 161 in an occlusion 
320. As delimited by the dye 160, the detected furrow 340 
offers a narrow bent lumen extending distally away ahead of 
the bulb 122. The operator will respond to such a vessel 
configuration by trying to navigate the wire 120 accordingly, 
and insert the force applicator 122 as distally away as pos 
sible. 
0150. To this end, the wire locking mechanism 560 is 
released while the shaft-locking mechanism 540 remains 
locked, and the wire 120 is manually translated distally, and 
rotated if necessary, until the wire 120 penetrates the furrow 
340 as distally as possible, as shown in vivo in FIG. 16B. The 
accompanying manipulation of the auger control assembly 
500 was described hereinabove, and is not repeated. 
0151. To traverse through a further distally disposed 
occlusion320, the auger tool 100 has to be operated again in 
a sequence of two-phased crawling process steps. FIG. 17A 
depicts in vivo the arcuate bending of the bow 110, creating 
the asymmetric radial dilatation, and FIG. 17B presents the 
longitudinal straightening out and expanded bow 110, where 
the force applicator 122 is shown distally away through and 
past the occlusion320. The auger tool 100 has thus embedded 
one more tip depression 145 and one more arc depression 
155. Further successive crawling steps, in addition to the 
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single step described hereinabove may be required to pierce 
past a more massive and longer occlusion 320. 
0152 The occlusion auger 1000 may serve as a guide for 
additional Surgical instruments used in simultaneous and/or 
following procedures. For example, the wire 120 may be 
disposed distally away from the occlusion 320, as shown in 
FIG. 18, whereafter the shaft 130 is retrieved proximally 
away, for the wire 120 to serve as a guide to an angioplasty 
catheter Supporting, as desired, a balloon with or without a 
Stent. 

0153. To dispose the force applicator 122 and the wire 120 
distally outward and away from the occlusion 320, the wire 
locking mechanism 560 is unlocked while the shaft-locking 
mechanism 540 remains locked. Then, the guide wire 120 if 
pushed distally into the interior of the vessel300, well distally 
past the occlusion 320, a shown in vivo in FIG. 18. 
0154 Then, the auger tool 100 is retrieved ex vivo in 
proximal translation over the shaft 130. For this purpose, the 
proximal portion of the guide wire 120 is held stationary in 
one hand, while the other hand retrieves the auger actuator 
500, and therewith also the shaft 130, by proximal translation 
of the face bore 113 over the shaft 130. This is achieved after 
the wire-locking mechanism 560 is unlocked and the shaft 
locking mechanism 540 is locked. 
0155. In an alternative procedure to distally remove the 
shall 130 ex vivo, the operator may choose to unlock both the 
shaft-locking mechanism 540 and the wire-locking mecha 
nism 560, and then remove the auger actuator 500 in proximal 
translation over the shaft 130 and the wire 120, after which, 
the shaft 130 is translated proximally with respect to the wire 
120, which remains in place. 

Enhancements 

0156 During operation of the occlusion auger 1000, it is 
possible to prevent proximal blood flow by use of an angio 
plasty catheter 180 with a balloon 181, disposed around the 
shaft 130, as shown in FIG. 19A. If desired, the inflation of the 
balloon may be applied to symmetrically dilate the vessel 300 
and to enhance the opening of a distal crack in the furrow 340. 
Optionally, the angioplasty catheter 180 supports a stem, for 
use after operation. 
0157 Since it is possible to insert additional treatment 
tools in vivo over the shaft 130 and over the auger tool 100, it 
becomes superfluous to proximally retrieve the shaft 130 ex 
Vivo after completion of the procedure using the occlusion 
auger 1000. Therefore, after use of the occlusion auger 1000, 
the auger tool is left in place in Vivo, and an additional treat 
ment tool is translated in Vivo, over the auger tool, and dis 
posed for further in vivo treatment. 
0158. In case of an acute occlusion, the bow 110 may be 
flexed to a selected degree, and be rotated about the wire 120 
to cut into and disintegrate the thrombotic material of the 
occlusion. However, when operating the occlusion auger 
1000, it is possible that in the case of myocardial infraction, or 
MI, deriving from total occlusion, embolic particles may be 
released into the distal arterial structure. To prevent such an 
incident, it is desirable to provide for aspiration of these 
emboli. Aspiration is possibly achieved via the shaft 130, or 
by any other duct or lumen allowing fluid communication 
from an aspiration opening of the duct disposed in vivo at or 
proximate the distal extremity of the occlusion auger 1000, 
and leading to an exhaust exit opening of the duct, disposed ex 
V1VO. 
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0159 FIG. 19B illustrates a suction duct 139 with a suc 
tion intake 1391 opening adjacent the distal portion of the 
auger tool 100, appropriately configured and disposed to 
discharge any dislocated occlusion debris to an exhaust open 
ing, not shown in FIG. 19B, but disposed ex vivo. 

Mechanism of Bending and Expansion 
0160 Although described hereinabove, the mechanism 
governing the two-step sequence of operation of the auger 
tool 100, with the bow 110 bending and expansion process, is 
now schematically described in further detail, since the suc 
cessive shapes of bow curvature during the expansion state 
are not identical, in reverse, to the Successive shapes of bow 
curvature during the bow 110 flexing state. 
0.161. In a preferred embodiment 1000, illustrated sche 
matically in FIG. 20A, when in the expanded state, the bow 
110 is analog to a flat spring cantilevered to the shaft 130 at 
the relief 114 and having the face 112 as a free end. To flex the 
bow 110 into the arcuate state, the shaft 130 is distally trans 
lated toward the force applicator 122B, which is retained in 
place by the locked wire 120, disposed against the occlusion 
320, as by FIG.20B. 
(0162. It was described hereinabove that the bow 110 is 
configured to taper and that the bow back 117 present a 
distally diminishing rigidity, thus a decreasing spring rate or 
spring coefficient, smallest adjacent the face 112. Therefore, 
when the bow is loaded to flex, the “softer distal extremity 
bends first, followed by proximal portions of the bow back 
117, coiling the bow back 117 to gradually roll in atraumatic 
deflection into occlusion tissue. 
(0163. In FIG.20B, force is applied on the face 112, shown 
in FIG. 20A, and the bow starts to arcuate under the applied 
bending moment, in gentle and gradual atraumatic rolling 
motion, into occlusion tissue of the furrow 340. Simulta 
neously, the bulb 122B embeds into a tip depression 141 and 
the extrados of the bow 110 embeds in an arc depression 151. 
0164. In a further bow curvature deflection phase depicted 
in FIG.20C, the bow 110 has further coiled-up and rolled into 
the occlusion 320, anchoring, the extrados deeper into the 
occlusion tissue, deepening the arc depression 151, and 
asymmetrically dilating the vessel 300 radially outward. The 
bow flexing process ends when the face 112 practically abuts 
the distal extremity of the shaft 130. 
(0165. When flexed to arcuate as shown in FIG. 20O, the 
arc depression 151 extends distally relative to the tip depres 
sion 141. However, the arc depression may have a span 
selected from the group of spans consisting of a span extend 
ing proximally and distally relative to the tip depression, a 
span extending proximally relative to the tip depression, and 
a span extending distally relative to the tip depression. 
0166 The bow 110 is thus appropriately configured with a 
distally gradually diminishing spring rate coefficient for 
deflection under larger force at the bow root and under smaller 
force at the face, whereby controlled atraumatic bow deflec 
tion curvature is achieved. Therefore, the arc depression of 
the extrados is larger and more pronounced than the tip 
depression. 
0167. In return to the expanded state, and in reference to 
FIG.20D, the shaft 130 is retained in place while the wire 120 
is gradually released distally, relieving the bending moment 
applied to the bow 110. The extrados of the bow back 117. 
which remains embedded in the deepened arc depression 151, 
becomes a point of support wherefrom the face 112 uncoils 
distally. The bow 110 now presents an active distal portion 
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spanning from the arc depression 151 to the tip depression 
141, in contrast with the flexing state where the span ranged 
from the relief 114 to the tip depression 141. Therefore, the 
shape of the curvature of the expanding bow 110 is different 
from that of any shape developed during bending. 
0168 The distal portion of the bow back 117 thus gradu 
ally uncoils in gentle atraumatic motion to push the force 
applicator 122 distally into the newly opened and deepened 
furrow 340. While the distal portion of the bow 110, extend 
ing between the first arc depression 151 and the tip depression 
141 is released to straighten out, the proximal Support of the 
bow 110 gradually regresses proximally toward the relief 
114, which is reached upon return to the fully expanded state. 
This permits the force applicator 122 of the wire 120 to 
penetrate distally further into the furrow 340, as shown in vivo 
in FIG. 14C. 
0169. In addition, the controlled force threshold, step 
length limit and deflection curve of the bow 110 provide for 
control of the radial dilation and forces applied to the occlu 
sion and to the vessel 300. 
0170 The mechanism by which the auger tool operates is 
configured for flexing the bow back 117 into well controlled 
deflection curve shapes, and for embedding the tool tip MT 
first, and thereafter the extrados, to induce atraumatic rolling 
motion necessary for the radial outward dilation, and for the 
distal translation. In other words, the auger tool 100 translates 
substantially axially and distally into the vessel 300 in suc 
cessive crawling motion imparted by each Successive 
sequence of operation. 
0171 Finally, the mechanism of operation provides for an 
auger tool 100 void of free-extending traumatic extremities: 
The bow back 117 has an extrados extending radially outward 
and away from the wire 120, but the bow root 115 is retained 
to the shaft 130, and the face 112 is retained to the wire 120 by 
the face bore 113, not only for continuous control of the 
deflection of the bow 110, but whereby there is provided for 
the force applicator 122 to be the sole free-extending extrem 
ity of the auger tool 100. 

Alternative Embodiments 

(0172 FIGS. 21A to 221C are top elevations of the bow 
110 and of the distal extremity of the shaft 130, showing 
alternative embodiments of the configuration and of the 
method used for retention of the bow root 115 to the shaft 130. 
The bow root 115 is best shaped to fit the functional demands 
required by the manufacturing techniques applied for the 
retention of the bow 110 to the shaft 130. For example, for 
fastening the bow root 115 by means of rivets 165 to the shaft 
130, as shown in FIG. 21A, a rectangular shape 170 for the 
bow root 115 is well suited, but an hourglass shape 171, 
shown in FIG. 21C, will suffice. However, the hourglass 
shape 171 shown in FIG. 21B for retention of the bow root 
115 to the shaft 130, may provide a better grip for fastening by 
help of a shrink tube 116. Nevertheless, other configurations 
of the shape of the bow root 115 may be selected to better suit 
other fastening means for chemical or physical bonding, Such 
as crimping, or any kind of soldering, brazing, welding, and 
diffusion fastening. In fact there is no limit to the choice of 
shapes for the bow root 115, and for the retention means of the 
bow root 115 to the shaft 130. 
(0173 FIGS. 22A and 22B illustrate an alternative embodi 
ment of the bow 110, shown in bottom elevation. Instead of 
having a planar face, or flat-plane face 112, as seen in FIGS. 
2 and 3, the alternative embodiment has a twisted face 112T 
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presenting a pitch angle. When the expanded and straight 
ened-out bow 110 is rotated, the face 112T operates as a 
segment of a screwthread with a pitch angle to threadingly 
engage and progress through the occlusion 320. 
0.174. To further enhance the abilities of the bow 110, with 
either a planar face 112, or a twisted face 112T, the perimeter 
112P of the face may be configured as a cutting tool with a 
plurality of but with at least one cutting-edge 112C, as shown 
in FIG.22B. When rotated, the twisted face 112T may chip 
through the occlusion 320. It is noted that the type of face, 
either the planar face 112 or the twisted face 112T, does no 
affect the controlled bending properties of the bow 110. 
0.175. As described hereinabove, the proximal retraction 
of the shaft 130 was achieved by sliding the face bore 113 of 
the bow 110, over the wire 120. This retraction method 
implies that the interior diameter of the face bore 113 must be 
large enough to permit the passage therethrough of the widest 
dimension of the wire 120. In a preferred embodiment, the 
force applicator 122 has a diameter wider than the interior 
diameter of the face bore 113. However, to penetrate thin 
vessels 300, it is advantageous to keep the dimensions of the 
bow 110, of the face 112, and of the force applicator 122, as 
Small as possible. 
0176) To further reduce the dimensions of the auger tool 
100, an alternative auger tool 200 is described hereinbelow, 
by which, when desired, the shaft 130 may become disen 
gaged from the wire 120 and be retrieved proximally ex vivo, 
even though the interior diameter of the face bore 113 is 
smaller than the widest dimension of the shalt 130 and of the 
force applicator 122. 
(0177 FIGS. 23A to 23C illustrate a distal portion of the 
auger tool, as embodiment 200, with a different type of force 
applicator 122 and face 112, and with reduced dimensions. In 
FIGS. 23A to 23C reference is made to the planar face 112, 
but the same applies to the twisted face 112T, with and with 
out one or more cutting-edge(s) 112C. 
(0178. As shown in FIG. 23A, the force applicator 122 is 
configured as a limited length of male screwthread 122M 
disposed at the distal extremity of the wire 120, instead of the 
bulb 122B shown in FIGS. 2 and 3. The face 112, shown in 
FIG. 23B, operates as a female screwthread 113F, or may be 
fitted therewith, in replacement of the cylindrical face bore 
113, to receive the male screwthread 122M therein in match 
ing and in extension therethrough. 
(0179 To extend the male screwthread 122M distally out 
ward of the face 112, as shown in FIG. 23C, the male 
screwthread 122M is rotated and threadingly engaged until 
distally emerging thereout. Thereafter, once disposed distally 
out and away of the face 112, the male screwthread 122M will 
operate as a force applicator 122 when the wire 120 urges the 
face 112. In distal translation of the shaft 130 relative to the 
static force applicator 122M, the male screwthread 122M will 
apply bending moment forces on the face 112 to arcuate the 
bow 110. It is noted that the face bore 113, or the female 
screwthread 113F, have a minimal inside diameter designated 
as w in FIG.23B, whereas the same dimension was shown on 
the male screw thread 122M in FIG.23A, is smaller than the 
maximal external diameter of the force applicator 122. 
0180. The auger tool 200 having a distal male screwthread 
122M, operates in the same manner as the auger tool 100 with 
the bulb 122B, to create a tip anchoring depression 141 when 
the bow is flexed to arcuate. However, in the embodiment 200, 
the male screwthread 122M has reduced dimensions when 
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compared to the bulb 112B. For example, the male 
screwthread 122M has a maximal diameter ranging between 
1.5 mm and 0.09 mm. 
0181. With the auger tool 200, when the operator desires to 
proximally retrieve the shaft 130 ex vivo, then the wire 120 is 
first rotated in screw thread unfastening rotation until the 
screwthread 122M is released proximally out of the face 112 
or the face 112T, as shown when taking the FIGS. 23A and 
23B in mutual relation. Next, the shaft is pulled proximally 
causing the bow 110 to slightly flex radially outward, to 
enable sliding over the male screw thread 122M and over the 
length of the wire 120, and its Supporting coils. 
0182 Another embodiment 600 of the auger tool is 
described, requiring limited angular rotation of the wire 120 
for release from the face indicated as face 112 but also includ 
ing face 112T. 
0183 Reference is first made to the auger tool 100, to 
better emphasize differences. FIG.24A shows a circular face 
bore 113, opened in the face 112, when the bow 110 is seen in 
front elevation. Corresponding thereto is the substantially 
spherical bulb 122B also sown in front elevation, seen in FIG. 
24B. In the same manner. FIG. 25A depicts a face 112 with an 
oval face bore 113OV, and FIG. 25B shows a matching ova 
loid force applicator 122OV. 
0184. It is readily understood that when the main axis of 
the ovaloid force applicator 122OV is appropriately aligned 
with the main axis of the oval face bore 113OV, then transla 
tion of the wire 120 into and through the face 112 is possible. 
However, when the main axes of the ovaloid 122OV and of 
the oval face bore 113OV are out of mutual alignment, say at 
right angle, as shown in FIG. 25C, then distal extension 
translation or proximal retrieval translation through the face 
122 is prevented. The operator OPjust has to rotate the wire 
120 say by 90° C. relative to the face 112, to switch from 
retention of the wire 120 to the face 112, or release there from. 
0185. In brief, the force applicator 122 is permanently 
attached to the distal extremity of the wire 120, and the force 
applicator 122 and the face bore 113 are configured for either 
one of both, permitting passage of the force applicator 
through the face bore, and preventing passage of the force 
applicator through the face bore. Likewise, the force applica 
tor 122 and the face bore 113 are configured for both, permit 
ting passage of the force applicator 122 through the face bore 
113, and preventing passage of the force applicator 122 
through the face bore 113. Thus, the force applicator 122 is 
retained to the face 112 in proximally controlled attachment 
release. 
0186. If desired, a minute portion 122T of the wire 120 
may extend distally outward of the force applicator, shown as 
bulb 122B in FIG. 26, but applicable to any force applicator 
122. The tip portion 122T helps to better anchor the force 
applicator 122 into a tip depression 141 created in occlusion 
tissue. 
0187. It will be appreciated by persons skilled in the art, 
that the present invention is not limited to what has been 
particularly shown and described hereinabove. For example, 
the auger tool may have other configurations, as long as 
atraumatic rolling motion is provided. Furthermore, the auger 
tool 100, which has at least one flexible portion, may have 
more such portions. Likewise, the auger tool 100 may have 
one or more resilient portion(s). Moreover, the auger control 
for automatic repetition of the sequences of operation. Rather, 
the scope of the present invention is defined by the appended 
claims and includes both combinations and Sub-combina 
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tions of the various features described hereinabove as well as 
variations and modifications thereof which would occur to 
persons skilled in the art upon reading the foregoing descrip 
tion. 

1. An occlusion auger for distally traversing, an occlusion 
in a vessel having vessel walls, comprising: 

a shaft; and 
an auger tool including a flexible and resilient beam having 

a proximal end and a distal free end, the distal free end of 
the beam forming a face, the proximal end of the beam 
being fixed to the shaft such that the beam forms a 
cantilevered bow having a bow back configured as a flat 
spring, and the bow back having a distal taper that pro 
vides a lower spring rate at the distal free end of the beam 
than at the proximal end of the beam; 

wherein: 
the auger tool is configured for atraumatic repeatable 

operation in a sequence including both deflection of the 
auger tool to an arcuate state in which it extends radially 
outward, and release of the auger tool from the arcuate 
state to an expanded and straight State, and vice versa, 
the auger tool having an extrados when arcuate, and a 
tool tip; 

the auger tool is disposed so as to be adjacent the occlusion; 
and 

the auger tool is further configured such that when the 
auger tool is moved into the arcuate state, the tool tip and 
the extrados are embedded and releasably retained in, 
respectively, a tip depression and an arc depression dis 
posed opposite to each other in a spaced-apart relation 
ship in the vessel. Such that the vessel is dilated asym 
metrically in a radial outward direction for opening a 
furrow in the occlusion. 

2. The occlusion auger according to claim 1, 
wherein the auger tool is configured Such that when the 

auger tool is released from the arcuate state so as to cause 
the auger tool to move into the expanded State, the tool 
tip and the extrados are released from, respectively, the 
tip depression and the arc depression, and the tool tip 
translates into the furrow distally away from the arc 
depression, by one step length for each one sequence of 
operation. 

3. The occlusion auger according to claim 2, wherein: 
the auger tool is configured such that each next sequence of 

operation of the auger tool is accompanied by a next 
distal tip depression, and a next distal arc depression, 
and 

both the next distal tip depression and the next arc depres 
sion are disposed distally relative to, respectively, a pre 
vious tip depression and a previous arc depression. 

4. The occlusion auger according to claim 3, wherein: 
the auger tool is configured for flexing in a controlled 

deflection curve shape, and embedding the tool tip first, 
and 

the extrados is arranged to thereafter induce atraumatic 
rolling motion for (i) radial outward dilation, and (ii) 
distal translation. 

5. The occlusion auger according to claim 4, wherein: 
the auger tool is configured such that elastic energy accu 

mulated by the bow while flexing when the auger tool is 
moved into the arcuate state is liberated to expand the 
bow when the auger tool is released into the expanded 
state, and 
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the auger tool is configured Such that operation of the auger 
tool in a specific number of Successive sequences is 
accompanied by a same specific number of radial out 
ward dilations and of distal translations. 

6. The occlusion auger according to claim 5, wherein: 
the auger tool is arranged to translate Substantially axially 

and distally into the vessel in Successive crawling 
motion imparted by each Successive sequence of opera 
tion, and 

the auger tool is configured such that (i) each next sequence 
of operation of the auger tool is accompanied by a next 
distal tip depression and a next distal arc depression, and 
(ii) both the next distal dip depression and the next are 
depression are disposed distally relative to, respectively, 
a previous tip depression and a previous arc depression. 

7. The occlusion auger according to claim 1, wherein: 
the shaft has an ex vivo proximal end, an in vivo distal end, 

an exterior, and an interior Supporting therein a wire 
having an ex vivo proximal extremity portion and an in 
vivo distal extremity portion, 

the bow of the auger tool is disposed in distal coextensive 
longitudinal alignment with the distal end of the shaft, 

the bow back of the bow is intermediate a bow root fixedly 
attached to and supported by the distal end of the shaft, 

the face formed at the distal free end of the bow extends 
distally away from the bow back, the face having a face 
bore which is configured for passage therethrough of the 
wire, and 

a force applicator is retained at the distal extremity of the 
wire and configured for operative association with the 
face bore and with the shaft, to (i) flex the bow to the 
arcuate state when the shaft is translated distally relative 
to the force applicator, for the extrados to dilate the 
vessel asymmetrically in the radial outward direction, 
and (ii) release the bow to the expanded state when the 
wire is released, for the face to translate the force appli 
cator distally away relative to the arc depression by one 
predetermined step length for each one sequence of 
operation. 

8. The occlusion auger according to claim 7, wherein: 
the bow has at least one flexible element. 
9. The occlusion auger according to claim 7, wherein: 
the bow has at least one resilient element. 
10. The occlusion auger according to claim 7, wherein: 
the force applicator is disposed in longitudinal coextensive 

distal alignment with the face, and 
the bow is tangential to and longitudinally aligned with the 

shaft, and is configured to taper from the bow root dis 
tally away to reduce dimensions, thereby forming a 
single protrusion extending radially outward relative to 
the wire, whereby alignment of the force applicator with 
the face, tapering of the bow, and the single radial pro 
trusion enhance reduced dimensions. 

11. The occlusion auger according to claim 7, wherein: 
the force applicator is permanently attached to the distal 

extremity of the wire, and 
the force applicator and the face bore are configured for one 

of (i) permitting passage of the force applicator through 
the face bore, and (ii) preventing passage of the force 
applicator through the face bore. 

12. The occlusion auger according to claim 7, wherein: 
the force applicator and the face bore are configured for 

both permitting passage of the force applicator through 
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the face bore, and preventing passage of the force appli 
cator through the face bore. 

13. The occlusion auger according to claim 7, wherein: 
the force applicator is retained to the face in a proximally 

controlled attachment release. 
14. The occlusion auger according to claim 7, wherein: 
the bow is tapered to reduce dimensions, 
the bow is configured with a distally gradually diminishing 

spring rate coefficient for deflection under larger force at 
the bow root and under less force at the face, and 

the auger tool is configured such that the arc depression of 
the extrados is larger than the tip depression. 

15. The occlusion auger according to claim 7, wherein: 
an auger control is disposed ex vivo in operative associa 

tion with the auger tool, the auger control comprising: 
a common axial conduit configured to accommodate 

bi-directional translation therethrough and bi-direc 
tional rotation of the wire, the wire being retrievable 
distally and proximally, wherein a distal portion of the 
conduit is configured to accommodate bi-directional 
displacement in translation and in rotation of the 
shaft, the shaft being retrievable distally: 

two force limiters, including a wire force limiter opera 
tively coupled to the wire and a shaft force limiter 
operatively coupled to the shaft, configured for 
adjustable selection and setting of a predetermined 
threshold limit of forces applied to the auger tool; and 

a step limiter configured for adjustable selection and 
setting of a predetermined distal step length taken in 
each one sequence of operation, 

wherein the wire, the shaft and the two force limiters are 
operative independently and in combination. 

16. The occlusion auger according to claim 15, wherein: 
the auger control is arranged to maintain identical prede 

termined forces limit and step length settings for each 
sequence in a series of successively repeated sequences. 

17. The occlusion auger according to claim 15, wherein the 
auger control further comprises: 

a shaft lock for releasably locking the shaft relative to the 
auger control and for limiting force applied on the shaft, 

a stepper for distally translating the shaft in predetermined 
step length; and 

a wire lock for releasably locking the wire relative to the 
auger control and for limiting force applied on the wire; 
and 

wherein the auger control is configured for operative han 
dling and control of the wire and of the shaft both inde 
pendently and in combination. 

18. The occlusion auger according to claim 7. 
wherein the auger tool is configured Such that when the 

auger tool is in the arcuate state: 
the bow back has the extrados and the extrados extends 

radially outward and away from the wire, and 
the bow root is retained to the shaft and the face is 

twisted to present a pitch angle and is retained to the 
wire by the face bore, for continuous control of the 
deflection of the bow, 

whereby the force applicator is the sole free-extending 
extremity of the auger tool. 

19. The occlusion auger according to claim 7, wherein: 
at least one cutting edge is disposed on a perimeter of the 

face to extend radially outward and away from the face 
bore, and 
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the at least one cutting edge is configured for radially 
cutting into occlusion tissue, by operating in vivo as a 
segment of a screwthread with a pitch angle to thread 
ingly engage and progress through the occlusion. 

20. The occlusion auger according to claim 7, wherein: 
(a) the force applicator is adapted to be navigated to engage 

an axial furrow in an occlusion, 
(b) the face is adapted to be abutted on the force applicator, 
(c) the auger tool is adapted to be operated to the arcuate 

state of the bow to gather energy, whereby kinetic energy 
is accumulated and the bow asymmetrically dilates the 
vessel into one radial outward direction, 

(d) the auger tool is configured such that the energy gath 
ered in the arcuate bow of the auger tool is released to the 
expanded State, and the released kinetic energy extends 
the bow to translate the force applicator distally into the 
furrow. 

21. The occlusion auger according to claim 7. 
wherein the auger tool is configured such that in the arcuate 

state of the auger tool: 
the force applicator is adapted to releasably embed in a 

tip depression, and 
the extrados is adapted to embed in an arc depression to 

dilate the furrow, and to initiate a crack propagation 
mechanism to open and distally deepen the furrow, 
and 

wherein the auger tool is configured such that in the 
expanded State of the auger tool: 
the force applicator is adapted to be received by one step 

length distally deeper in the deepened furrow. 
22. The occlusion auger according to claim 17. 
wherein the occlusion auger is configured such that when 

the force applicator extends distally past an occlusion, 
one of (i) the wire is adapted to be navigated to engage a 
next occlusion and a next occlusion traversing sequence 
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is performed, and (ii) the shaft is adapted to be proxi 
mally retrieved ex vivo while the wire remains disposed 
in place for use in a next treatment intervention. 

23. The occlusion auger according to claim 17, 
wherein the occlusion auger is configured such that when 

the force applicator extends distally past a traversed 
occlusion, the shaft is retrievable ex vivo, by one of (i) 
retrieving the face bore proximally away relative to the 
force applicator and sliding the face bore over the wire, 
and (ii) disengaging the face distally away from the force 
applicator, and retrieving the shaft proximally. 

24. The occlusion auger according to claim 7, wherein: 
the step length ranges from 1 mm to 50 mm. 
25. The occlusion auger according to claim 7, wherein the 

auger tool is configured Such that: 
the tip depression is disposed opposite the arc depression, 

and 
the arc depression has a span selected from a group of spans 

consisting of a span extending proximally and distally 
relative to the tip depression, a span extending proxi 
mally relative to the tip depression, and a span extending 
distally relative to the tip depression. 

26. The occlusion auger according to claim 1, wherein the 
proximal end of the beam is fixed to the shaft such that a 
portion of the beam extends alongside the shaft. 

27. The occlusion auger according to claim 1, wherein the 
proximal end of the beam is fixed to the shaft such that relative 
motion between the beam and the shaft is prevented. 

28. The occlusion auger according to claim 1, further com 
prising a wire extending through the shaft and through a face 
bore in the face at the distal free end of the beam, the beam 
being fixed to the shaft such that a portion of the beam extends 
alongside a portion of the shaft through which the wire 
extends. 


